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Multiple pieces of text describing various pieces of 
evidence in clinical trials are often needed in answer-
ing a clinical question. We explore a multi-document 
summarization approach to automatically find this 
information for questions about effects of using a 
medication to treat a disease. Sentences in relevant 
documents are ranked according to various features 
by a machine-learning approach. Those with higher 
scores are more important and will be included in the 
summary. The presence of clinical outcomes and 
their polarity are incorporated into the approach as 
features for determining importance of sentences, 
and the effectiveness of this is investigated, along 
with that of other textual features. The results show 
that information on clinical outcomes improves the 
performance of summarization. 

INTRODUCTION 

Answers to clinical questions, such as questi
posed by clinicians in patient treatment, often requ
multiple pieces of information. For example: 

Q: In a patient with a generalized anxiety disord
does cognitive behavior or relaxation thera
decrease symptoms? 

Superficially, this is just a yes / no question. But the
clinical outcomes of the therapies could be com
cated. They could have different effects for differe
patient groups; some clinical trials may show they 
beneficial while others don’t. Thus, answers to th
questions can be obtained only by taking into acco
various experimental results in the medical resea
literature and extracting the key points from them.
this paper, we focus on automatically detecting t
information for an important type of question: th
effects of a medication in the treatment of a diseas

Clearly, identifying clinical outcomes in text is a
important component of this task. Moreover, sin
contradictory evidence can be crucial in answerin
clinical question, it will be beneficial to detect n 
just the presence of an outcome but its polarity.  
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In our earlier work [1], we addressed the problem
of detecting outcomes and their polarity in the text o
Clinical Evidence (see below).  In the present paper
we first extend this work to a larger dataset of Med
line abstracts, and then investigate its effectiveness in 
locating potential answers to clinical questions
Given a clinical question and a set of documents th
are relevant to it (which may be obtained by informa
tion retrieval techniques), we use a multi-documen
summarization approach to identify information in
the documents that is important in answering th
question.  We observe that a clinical outcome (o
sometimes, two or more outcomes) will usually b
described in a single sentence; that is, the descripti
of an outcome does not cross a sentence bounda
Starting with this observation, our goal is to identify 
a set of sentences as a potential answer to a clini 
question. 

The prior work most related to ours is on the de
tection of statements of positive and negative opin
ion.  Yu and Hatzivassiloglou [2] detected sentenc
level opinions and their semantic orientation in new
articles. Although they mention that polarity informa
tion was applied in their system, no details about ho
it was incorporated were described in their paper, n
was there any evaluation of the effectiveness of th 
information. Stoyanov et al. [3] analyzed characteris
tics of opinion questions. Results of some initial ex
periments showed that filters that identify subjectiv
sentences can be used to guide QA systems involvi
opinions.  A more-detailed review is given in ou
earlier paper [1]. 

CLINICAL EVIDENCE  
AS A BENCHMARK 

Evaluation of a multi-document summarization sys
tem is difficult, especially in the medical domain
where there is no standard annotated corpus ava
able.  However, we observe that the book Clinical 
Evidence (CE) [4] provides a standard to evaluate ou
work against.  CE is a publication that reviews an
oceedings Page - 599
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consolidates experimental results for clinical pro
lems; it is updated every six months. Each section
CE covers a particular clinical problem, and is d
vided into subsections that summarize the eviden
concerning a particular medication (or a class 
medications) for the problem, including results o
clinical trials on the benefits and harms. The informa-
tion sources that CE draws on include medical jou
nal abstracts, review articles, and textbooks. Hum
experts read the collected information and summar
it to get concise evidence on every specific top
This is the process of multi-document summarizatio
Thus, each subsection of CE can be regarded a
human-written multi-document summary of the lit
erature that it cites.  

Moreover, we observed that, generally speakin
the summaries in CE are close to being extracts 
opposed to rewritten abstracts). A citation for ea
piece of evidence is given explicitly, and it is usual
possible to identify the original Medline abstract se
tence upon which each sentence of the CE summ
is based.  Therefore, we were able to create a ben-
mark for our system by converting the summaries 
CE into their corresponding extracted summary (th
is similar to Goldstein et al. [5]). That is, we matched 
each sentence in the CE summary to the sentenc
the Medline abstract on which it was based (if an
by finding the sentence that contained most of t
same key concepts mentioned in the CE sentence.

Using CE in our work has an additional advantag
As new results of clinical trials are published fairl
quickly, we need to provide the latest information 
clinicians. We hope that this work will contribute to
semi-automatic construction of summaries for CE. 

DETECTION OF CLINICAL 
OUTCOMES AND THEIR POLARITY 

An earlier version of our work on polarity detectio
was presented in [1].  In this section, we summari
that work, and report new results from a differen
data source and a much larger data set.  

Clinical outcomes have three general polaritie
positive, negative, and neutral. In this subtask, w
focus on detecting the existence of a clinical outcom
in medical text, and, when an outcome is found, d
termining whether it is positive, negative, or neutra
as shown in the following examples. 

(1) Positive: Patients randomized to receive strepto
kinase had improved survival compared wit
those randomized to placebo at 5 and 12 years 

(2) Negative: Meta-analysis of 6 phase 3 trials indi
cated a significant increase in risk of ICH (in
tracranial hemorrhage). 
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(3) Neutral: The administration of nifedipine, 30 
mg/d, between 7 and 22 days after hospitaliza
tion for an acute myocardial infarction (Secon-
dary Prevention Reinfarction Israel Nifedipine
Trial study) showed no effect on subsequen
mortality and morbidity. 

(4) No outcome: All patients without specific con-
traindications were given atenolol (5-10 mg iv)
and aspirin (300-325 mg a day). 

METHOD 

We use support vector machines (SVMs) as the cla
sifier to distinguish the four classes. SVMs have bee
shown to be efficient in text classification tasks [6]. 
We used the OSU SVM package [7] in our experi
ment. The features explored in our experiment ar
briefly outlined below; details are given in [1]. 

Unigrams. Words occurring more than 3 times in the
data set are extracted as features. 

Change phrases. Our observation is that outcomes
often involve a change in a clinical value [1]. For
example, after a medication is used in the treatme
of a disease, mortality might be increased or de-
creased. Thus the polarity of an outcome is often
determined by how change happens: if a bad thin
(e.g., mortality) is reduced, then it is a positive out
come; if the bad thing is increased, then the outcom
is negative; if there is no change, then the outcome 
neutral. Change phrases—phrases that explicitly de-
scribe a change in a state or value—are used as f
tures to capture this observation. We manually co
lected four groups of words (306 in total): those indi
cating more (enhanced, higher, exceed, ...), those indi-
cating less (reduce, decline, fall, ...), those indicating 
good (benefit, improvement, advantage, ...), and those 
indicating bad (suffer, adverse, hazards, ... ). Two 
types of change-phrase features are extracted to 
dress the effects of the changes in different classes.In 
the first type, we attached the tag _MORE to all words 
between the more-words and the following punctua-
tion mark, and the tag _LESS to the words after the 
less-words. 

(5) The first systematic review found that β blockers 
significantly reduced_LESS the_LESS risk_LESS 
of_LESS death_LESS and_LESS hospital_LESS 
admissions_LESS. 

The second class of change-phrase features addres
the co-occurrence of “change” words and “polarity”
words, i.e., it detects whether a sentence expresses he 
idea of “change of polarity”. We use four features fo
this purpose: MORE GOOD, MORE BAD, LESS GOOD, 

and LESS BAD. A window of four words on each side 
of a more-word in a sentence is observed to extrac
roceedings Page - 600
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the first feature. If a good-word occurs in this win-
dow, then the feature MORE GOOD is recorded. The 
other three features operate in a similar way. 

Bigrams. We also use bigrams (stemmed by Porte
stemmer [8], occurring more than 3 times in the da
set) in the feature set. Although no beneficial effects 
were observed for bigrams in previous sentime
analysis work, they might help in our task in descri
ing the changes. 

Negations.  Noun phrases containing the word no. 

Categories. Semantic types of medical concepts 
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) are use
as category features. 

EVALUATION OF POLARITY DETECTION 

In our new application of this method, we collecte
197 abstracts from Medline that were cited in 24 su
sections of CE, and annotated each sentence with
of the four classes of polarity information. Each se
tence was annotated by one of the first two authors
the paper. There were 2298 sentences in total: 
expressed positive clinical outcomes, 122 were ne
tive, 194 were neutral, and 1514 did not contain o
comes. 

In the experiment, 20% of the data was random
selected as the testing set and the rest as the traig 
set. The averaged accuracy is obtained from 50 ru
To compare the effectiveness of presence of o
comes and polarity of outcomes in the sentence 
traction task, two versions of the task were tried. T 
first (referred to as task1 below) is simple identific
tion of clinical outcomes: a sentence is classified  
either containing a clinical outcome or not. The se
ond task (referred to as task2 below) is detection
polarity of outcomes. There are four classes in t
task: positive outcome, negative outcome, neut
outcome, or no clinical outcome.  

The results of the two tasks are shown in Table 
The baseline is randomly assigned labels. Not su
prisingly, the performance on task1 is better tha
that on task2. For both tasks, the error rates go do
as more features are added. The complete feature
has the best performance. 

Table 1. Evaluation of detection of clinical outcomes and 
their polarity.  Task1 = two-class classification (outcome 
or not); task2 = four-class classification (positive, nega-

tive, neutral, or no outcome). 

Approach task1 

Accuracy (%) 

task2 

Accuracy (%) 

Baseline 

All Features 

65.9 

82.5 

65.9 

78.3 
AMIA 2006 Symposium Pr
FACTORS IN IDENTIFYING  
IMPORTANT SENTENCES  

We now turn to our main task, identifying those se
tences in a relevant text that would be important
include in an answer to a clinical question.  In ad
tion to the presence and polarity of an outcome,
determined by the method described in the previ
section, we consider a number of other features 
have been shown to be effective in text summari
tion tasks [9]: 

Position of a sentence in an abstract: Sentences
near the start or end of a text are more likely to 
important.  We experimented with three differe
ways of representing sentence position: option
absolute position: sentence i receives the value i – 1; 
option 2, the value for sentence i is i / length of the 
document; option 3, a sentence receives value 1 if
is at the beginning (first 10%) of a document, value
if it is at the end (last 10%) of a document, value 2
it is in between. 

Sentence length: A score reflecting the length o
sentences by word counting, normalized by t
length of the longest sentence [9]. 

Numbers: A sentence is more likely to be importa
if it contains a numerical value. Three options we
tried: option 1, binary value 1 or 0 for whether or n
the sentence contains a numerical value; option 2, 
number of numerical values in the sentence; option
binary value 1 or 0 for whether or not the senten
contains the symbol ‘%’. 

Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR): MMR is a 
measure of “relevant novelty” [10].  Its aim is to find 
a good balance between relevance and redunda
The hypothesis is that information is important if it is 
both relevant to the topic and least similar to pre
ously selected information — its marginal relevan
is high. A sentence is represented by a vector
tf ⋅ idf values of the terms it contains. The similari
is measured by the cosine distance between two 
tence vectors. A parameter λ can be adjusted to give
greater or lesser penalty to redundant informati
The score of marginal relevance is used as a fea
in the experiment (referred to as feature MMR). 

APPROACHES  

We use SVMs, as in the previous section, to ra
sentences by their importance values. All the abo
factors are features in the experiment.   

To evaluate the performance of features, the s
sections in CE are viewed as ideal summaries of 
abstracts that they cite, and the sentences selecteas 
important are compared against them for evaluati
oceedings Page - 601
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as described below. Hereafter, we use summaries to 
refer to the two sets.  

EVALUATION 

The data set in this experiment is the same as in t
polarity detection task: 197 abstracts cited in 24 sub
sections (summaries) in CE are used. The avera
compression ratio (number of sentences in a summary 
divided by total number of sentences in the original 
abstracts that are cited in the summary) of the 24 
summaries in CE is 0.25. Out of the total 2298 ab
stract sentences, 784 contain a clinical outcom
(34.1%). The total number of sentences in the 2
summaries is 546, of which 295 sentences contain
clinical outcome (54.0%). 

 Average results are calculated over 50 runs of ra
domly selecting 3 summaries as the testing data a
the other 21 as the training set. As the purpose is 
observe the behavior of different feature sets, th
experimental process can be viewed as a glass b
The system was evaluated by two methods: sentenc
level evaluation and ROUGE. Randomly selecte
sentences are taken as baseline summaries. 

Sentence-Level Evaluation 
Comparison of individual features 

The precision and recall curves of every feature a
different compression ratios are plotted in Figure 1
The purely chance performance has precision of 0.2
shown by the solid horizontal line. The other four
solid lines represent the effects of manually or auto
matically identified clinical outcome and polarity. 
Although compression ratio is not shown explicitly in
the figure, lower compression ratios correspond t
lower recall (left-hand part of the figure). It is clear in 
the figure that knowledge about clinical outcome
helps in this task. On the left part of the figure, out
come and polarity features are all superior to th
baseline performance. Manually obtained knowledg
is even better. Not surprisingly, MMR is also effec-
tive in the task. Other features such as length an
numerical value (option 1) also have good effects o
the performance.  
Combining the features 

When features are combined, some of their effec
will be additive, and some will cancel out. Table 2
shows the results, in terms of precision, recall, and F-
score, from different combinations of features at dif-
ferent compression ratios. (To save space, only th
best results of MMR (λ = 0.9), position (option 2), 
and numerical features (option 1) are listed.) 
AMIA 2006 Symposium Pr
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Figure 1. Precision and recall curves for  individual fea-
tures on the task of selecting sentences for a summary. 

 The results show that including the identificatio
of outcomes and polarity in the feature set improv
the performance by up to 5 points in F-score at every 
compression ratio. But the additional benefit from
further determining the polarity of the outcome rathe
than just detecting the presence or absence of o
comes is small. We had expected that, intuitivel
polarity may provide more information on contradic
tion and thus may help more in the task. Observin
the data, however, we found that one aspect accou
ing for the result could be that although some se
tences are different in polarity, they do not form con-
tradictions. Rather, for example, they describe diffe-
ent clinical outcomes, and some of the outcomes a
not important and thus are not included in the sum
maries. Again, manually obtained knowledge gives
larger improvement than automatically obtaine
knowledge. 

ROUGE 
As an alternative evaluation, we use the ISI ROUG
package [11], which compares a summary genera
by a text summarization system with a benchma
summary by considering overlapping units such as n-
grams, word sequences, and word pairs. Our eval
tion was carried out with various ROUGE parame
ters. Unlike the sentence-level evaluation, the resu 
showed little difference in the performance of differ
ent combination of features. One reason could be th
it is difficult for an overlap-based metric to captur
the difference if the content of two sets is similar. For 
example, only a small difference might be measur
by ROUGE when comparing the inclusion of both 
positive and a negative clinical outcome (of the sam
medication in treatment of the same disease) in t
summary with the inclusion of only one of them. 
oceedings Page - 602



 

Table 2: Sentence-level evaluation of the summarization at different compression ratios with different feature sets.  Best results 
for each compression ratio are shown in boldface.  P = precision; R = recall; F = F-score. 

Compression Ratio 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

P R F P R F P R F P R F 

Baseline .25 .11 .15 .25 .20 .22 .25 .31 .27 .25 .40 .30

MMR .44 .19 .27 .38 .31 .34 .36 .44 .39 .34 .57 .42 

(1) MMR+pos+num+len .44 .19 .26 .40 .33 .36 .38 .48 .42 .36 .58 .44 

(1)+polarity (auto) .45 .20 .27 .42 .35 .38 .39 .49 .43 .37 .61 .46 

(1)+polarity (manual) .49 .21 .29 .44 .38 .40 .41 .52 .46 .38 .64 .48 
(1)+outcome (auto) .45 .20 .27 .41 .35 .38 .39 .48 .43 .37 .61 .46 

(1)+outcome (manual) .51 .22 .31 .45 .38 .41 .42 .53 .46 .39 .65 .48 
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CONCLUSION  

We have described our work on identifying importan
sentences to answer questions about effects of usin
medication to treat a disease. We have shown th
combining context information and domain knowl
edge achieves the best performance in identifyin
clinical outcomes and detecting their polarity. Th
accuracy in the two tasks achieved by combining a
features is 82.5% and 78.3% respectively. This i
formation is incorporated into a multi-documen
summarization approach to locate potential answe
Results of comparison and combination of featur
clearly show that detecting the presence and polar
of clinical outcomes is helpful in importance evalua
tion. However, using automatically detected polarit
information results in only a slight improvement in
the results of the importance evaluation task. Thu
our next step will be to build more accurate polarit
detection systems. An additional advantage of havi
polarity information is that some questions require 
in their answer, such as questions asking for harm
side-effects of a medication. 
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